1. white side up

2. precircle

3. fold to centre

4. unfold

5. precircle

6. fold offset preliminary base

7. like so, turn over

8. precircle by bisecting the angle

9. squash fold along creases
10. Valley fold up

11. Reverse fold layer out

12. Untuck layer from behind

13. Rabbit ear fold

14. Swing layers over

15. Repeat steps 8-14 on other side.

16. Fold in half

17. Precrease angle into ⅓ mos

18. Outside reverse fold
10. Outside Reverse Fold

11. Untuck. Repeat behind.

12. Optional: Valley Fold inside flap to lock. Repeat behind.

13. Crimp inside model.


15. Untuck layer from behind.

16. Head end

17. Reverse folds

18. Petal fold upwards

19. Reverse folds
Pull top layer out as far as it will go.

Fold in half.

Cramp fold

Cramp fold

Reverse fold

i Roll up and tuck inside jaw

ii Blunt tip of lower jaw
1. Rotate head slightly
2. Tuck inside
3. Tuck inside
4. Squeeze top of head & pinch to form eye ridges
5. Finished head
60. Crimp fold

61. Pinch and form forearms

62. Tuck inside

63. Forming the legs

64. Reverse fold

65. Reverse fold

66. Reverse fold

67. Fold over
FOLD UP
FOLD BACK ACROSS
RABBIT EAR FOLD
FOOT FORMED.

FINISHED TYRANNOSAURUS REX